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Summary 
 
An archaeological watching brief was carried out on excavations for the foundations 
for an extension to the rear of 60, High Street, Cowbridge.  The watching brief 
established the existence of structural features of 18th century and earlier post-
medieval date, as well as the presence of a clay-floored Roman building  
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1  Introduction 
 
1.1  Development proposal and commission 
 
Mr. JD Kennedy has applied to build an extension for domestic use to the rear of 60, 
High Street, Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan (NGR SS 9934 7467).  A condition 
attached to the planning consent required an archaeological watching brief to be 
undertaken during the groundworks.  The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust, 
Contracts Division was commissioned to carry out the watching brief, which took 
place between 7th and 9th September 2004. 
 
1.2  Location and historical background 
 
The development site is located to the rear of 60 High Street, Cowbridge (Fig 1) and 
lies on level ground at c29m OD.  The property is situated on the south side of the 
High Street, some 100m to the northwest of the parish church.  The underlying 
geology is clay over limestone of the lower Lias. 
 
The development site (Fig 2) was covered by a concrete slab relating to the garage that 
stood to the rear of the property, and was demolished at a later date.  The height of the 
slab represents a reduction of c0.5m from the levels of the gardens to the rear of the 
adjacent properties.  
 
No 60, High Street Cowbridge appears to have been associated with the Bear Hotel 
opposite since the middle of the 18th century; together with No 62 High Street it 
formed an inn known as the Green Dragon.  During the later 19th century the building 
changed use to a seed warehouse, and part of the frontage was converted into a branch 
of Barclays Bank in 1873.  It was still occupied in the early years of the last century, 
but by 1910 was said to be in ruinous condition.  Sometime after this date the 
remainder of the frontage became part of the bank, and the outbuildings to the rear 
converted to form a garage with concreted floor and yard. 
 
A number of major excavations were taken during the 1970s and 1980s in Cowbridge, 
which not only provided a wealth of information on the medieval town and its 
defences, but also established that Cowbridge was an important Roman civilian 
settlement, which grew up as a ribbon development along both sides of the Roman 
road from Caerleon to Neath (the Via Julia of the Antonine Itinerary) at the point 
where it crossed the River Thaw.  The question of a military origin, however, and the 
possibility that Cowbridge is the “lost” fort of Bomium or Bovium, remains 
unanswered and open to conjecture (see discussion in Parkhouse and Evans 1996, 
233-243). 
 
All of the major excavations, however, and almost all of the minor investigative work, 
took place in advance of development on the north side of High Street and to the north 
of North Lane.  The Roman settlement site at Hopyard Meadow, is on the south side 
of the main road but at the northwestern end of Westgate, and is thus probably best 
viewed as a suburb of the main settlement.  Apart from at Old Hall, High Street, 
where observations during development in the early 1970s revealed almost a metre of 
Roman stratified deposits (Parkhouse and Evans 1996, 124), little evidence has been 
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available until recently about the nature of Roman settlement on the south side of 
High Street.  The results of archaeological monitoring of development at 34, High 
Street, which took place concurrently with the development at 60, High Street, appear 
to be similar and to confirm the existence of a civilian settlement along both sides of 
the main road during the Roman period. 
 
The enhancement of our understanding of medieval Cowbridge through excavation on 
the northern side of High Street has been considerable, with the remains of substantial 
buildings of the medieval period being recorded at 61, 75 and 77 High Street.  
Archaeological investigation also identified the position of the north gate and 
established the line of the northern defences.  On the southern side of the town parts of 
the defences are still extant, and there is no reason to suppose that major buildings 
such as No 60 High Street, lying close to the centre of the medieval town, would not 
also have origins much earlier than the first documentary reference to a building on 
the site, in the mid 18th century. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Location plan 
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2  Fieldwork results 
 
2.1  Methodology 
 
The foundations for the extension were excavated to an average width of 0.60m using 
a ‘Bobcat’ mini-excavator with toothed bucket.  The depth of the trenches varied 
between 0.55m and 0.90m below the level of the concrete slab covering the whole of 
the development area.  Elsewhere mitigation measures were taken to avoid the 
removal of a number of very substantial obstructions. 
 
The groundwork was monitored on a continuous basis for evidence of archaeological 
activity.  The excavated spoil was also inspected for artefactual evidence.  All 
archaeological features and relevant sections of the foundation trenches were cleaned 
and recorded photographically and by illustration within the framework of the 
watching brief.  Contexts were numbered using a continuous system, and are given 
here in Appendix 1, below. 
 
 
2.2  Results 
 
The foundation trenches have been divided into five discrete units, coded A-E.  All 
were cut through the existing concrete slab, whose level represents a reduction of 
c0.5m from the present ground level of the adjacent properties. 
 
General 
 
The concrete slab averaged 0.10m in thickness, although in places the underlying 
levels appear to have been strengthened by the addition of substantial amounts of 
concrete, perhaps where voiding had occurred. 
 
Trench A 
 
This trench was orientated south southwest-north northeast, and lay at the 
southwestern end of the development area.  Beneath the slab (001), with an average 
depth of 0.10m lay a substantial wall (003) orientated parallel with the trench, and 
whose edge coincidentally formed the northwestern side of the trench.  The upper 
courses had been partly removed by a mass of concrete (002), but wall 003 appeared 
to terminate at a distance of 1.10m from its presumed junction with the standing wall 
of the existing garage building, orientated west northwest-east southeast, presumably 
returning to the west northwest.  It was well-built of roughly dressed coursed Lias 
limestone, and is likely to have belonged to the stables or other outhouses which lay to 
the rear of the former coaching inn.  It appears to have cut through a build-up of loamy 
soil containing quantities of ceramics and glass with a likely late 17th century date 
(004), overlying a buff clay levelling layer (005), a lens of organic loamy material 
(006) and a composite layer consisting of yellowish mortary clay (007) overlying a 
granular layer of mortar, gravel (008), perhaps a construction level.  Charcoal within 
the mortar could indicate an 18th century date for this layer.  Without the chance to 
examine the relationships of wall 003 and the adjacent levels it is difficult to 
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reconstruct events on this part of the development site during the post-medieval 
period; alternatively, layer 004 could have been brought in to raise the levels 
following construction of the stable block, represented by wall 003.  This structure 
appears to be founded upon what may be natural clay level, albeit heavily 
contaminated, but considered to be adequate, with the adjacent levelling/construction 
layer, to form the base of the foundation trench for the new building. 
 
Trench B (Figs 3, 4) 
 
This trench was aligned at right angles to Trench A, leading from a step in the 
standing wall forming the property boundary in an east southeasterly direction.  Its 
south southwesterly facing side was formed by another wall similar in construction to 
003 (010), and likely to belong to the 18th century stable block.  The opposite section 
showed a number of stratified deposits separated vertically by a mass of concrete 
(009) associated with the construction of a vehicle inspection pit.  To the west the slab 
overlay three horizontal layers (022-024) perhaps representing the build-up of 
cultivated ground behind the main building, with the uppermost, 022, being truncated 
by excavation for the garage slab, when half a metre of topsoil was removed.  On the 
opposite side of the concrete mass the layers below the slab (025, 016-020) resembled 
tip-lines, with lenses of mortar, charcoal-rich loam etc falling gently towards the east.  
Beneath lay a substantial mixed layer (021) with rubble, clayey and silty soils, 
possibly a destruction layer, of similar thickness but different composition to 024, the 
lowest ?cultivation layer to the west. 
 
Further to the east, the section had been cut back coinciding with the eastern end of 
the garage inspection pit, which had lain behind the section to the east of concrete 
009.  the groundwork had here cut away another wall (026), running at right angles to 
the line of Trench B.  Although it survived to a point just below the concrete slab, and 
appeared to run parallel with wall 003, this wall (Fig 4) was clearly of an earlier 
construction.  It consisted of random rubble with clay bonding, the orange-buff sandy 
clay flecked with lime.  Wall 026 may well have belonged to an earlier phase of 
construction that was retained during the major construction phase of the early 18th 
century, with a 16th or early 17th century date being appropriate.  Its surviving width 
of c0.60m is likely to have been truncated by the construction of the inspection pit.  Its 
base had a depth of c0.50m beneath the concrete slab, and overlay a jumble of stone 
(037) that may either represent foundation material or be part of a destruction layer as 
elsewhere at this level (eg 021). 
 
Beneath the stratified deposits noted above lay a granular stained sandy layer (011) 
perhaps representing disuse or erosion of the surface below.  It ran the full length of 
Trench B, covering at the western end of the trench what appeared to be natural clay 
(012).  A patch of reddening at the end of the trench (013) indicated that this could 
have been a utilised surface.  Further to the east, 012 appeared to terminate, dipping 
down below the level to which the trench was being excavated.  It was replaced by a 
spread of broken Lias limestone (014) set in a sandy matrix.  The broken stone surface 
was exposed at its western end, but elsewhere was intermittently covered by matrix 
015.  A third layer only survived in small areas, more towards the eastern end of the 
trench, but may elsewhere have been largely removed by the groundwork.  This third 
layer (032) was a light-coloured plastic clay, occasionally reddened by fire. 
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Fig 2 
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Fig 3 
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This sequence almost certainly represents the foundation and structure of a clay floor, 
which from the small amount of associated pottery (see below) is assumed to be of 
Roman date.  The depth of the foundations (014 and 015) could not be established, 
nor was it possible to determine the extent or alignment of the building to which the 
floor belonged.  The covering layer (011) represents a post-construction phase, either 
occupation or disuse, prior to the deposition of mixed materials, possibly for levelling, 
in the later or post-Roman periods (021). 
 
Trench C 
 
No stratified deposits were noted during the excavation of Trench C.  Structural 
features, which were largely left in situ, appeared to be no earlier than 19th century in 
date, with much of the excavated infill material likely to belong to the Victorian 
period.  Natural deposits were not reached. 
 
Trench D 
 
One stone-lined well was already known to remain open beneath the slab; Another 
was noted in the northern part of Trench D.  It had been backfilled with loose loamy 
material containing coal, slate, brick and animal bone, and is likely to have been in use 
until the 19th century or later. 
 
Trench E 
 
No archaeological deposits were encountered within Trench E; the excavated material 
consisted entirely of 19th century or later levelling or make-up deposits, similar to 
those met in Trench C. 
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3 The finds 
 
Trench A 
 
The spread of ?redeposited rubbish covering much of this trench (context 004) 
produced a group of late 17th or 18th century pottery, mostly coarse red earthenwares 
with clear (yellow or brown) lead glazes.  Jars and utilitarian pans, perhaps also 
chamber pots, were among this group.  Wine bottles of ‘onion’ type, perhaps also the 
earlier ‘shaft-and-globe’ type, were also present, with animal bone, shell and slate.  
Two sherds of gravel-tempered pottery from the industries of north Devon were also 
noted, one a lid-seated jar.  These would have been contemporary with the other 
coarse earthenwares, as would clay pipe stems, including at least one with part of the 
characteristic long ‘kite-shaped’ heel typical of the products of Broseley, Shropshire. 
 
Trench B 
 
Unstratified ceramics from this trench are thought to be somewhat later in date than 
the contents of 004 (Trench A), although there is no group involved here; a date in the 
first half of the 18th century, however, might be appropriate.  The few sherds 
recovered included a slip-decorated ‘buffware’ cup from Staffordshire or Bristol, a 
mug or tankard in red earthenware in red earthenware and two sherds from larger 
vessels, one a ?chamber pot and the other a dish or platter with concentric design in 
slip applied very thinly beneath a clear (orange) lead glaze. 
 
Much of the Roman assemblage from this trench was recovered as general finds from 
the lowest layers (029).  This group included a number of Roman ‘greywares’, 
utilitarian kitchen wares ubiquitous on Roman sites, including a dish or bowl and one 
sherd with black wash in imitation of ‘Black burnished ware’ (see below) and two 
‘redware’ vessels, either bowls or mortaria (mixing bowls).  One of these appears to 
be a product of the Oxfordshire pottery industry (Young 1977, 173, Type C97) with a 
third or fourth century date.  Another appears to be part of a flange from a bowl or 
mortarium produced at Caerleon. 
 
Context 027 produced two sherds from a dish in Black burnished ware, a class of 
pottery originally produced in Dorset for the military but subsequently for wider 
consumption, much imitated in local greyware forms.  These sherds, possibly from the 
same vessel, are unfortunately undiagnostic but could be of similar date to the 
redwares in context 029. 
 
Context 028 produced a single sherd from a Spanish amphora (very large non-
returnable containers for wine, olive oil, and other traded foodstuffs. 
 
Context 011 produced two undiagnostic sherds of Roman date, one each of Black 
burnished ware and greyware, as well as a small number of fragments of animal bone. 
 
Trench C 
 
All of the material from this trench was post-1850 in date, and was not retained. 
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Trench D 
 
The only finds from Trench D were from the upper fill (031) of well 030.  the group 
included the bases of two large pans in ‘local’ red earthenware, probably of 18th 
century date.  Brick, slate etc were also noted, but were not retained.  Most wells are 
filled deliberately and quickly; less certain is the source of the material used to fill 
them. 
 
Trench E 
 
No finds were recovered from this trench apart from a single sherd of ‘local’ red 
earthenware. 
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4 Conclusions 
 
The watching brief established the presence of outbuildings, probably parts of the 
stable block, to the rear of the property, contemporary with its use in the mid 18th 
century as an inn associated with the Bear Hotel on the opposite side of the High 
Street.  The remnant of an earlier building phase, perhaps of 16th or early 17th century 
date, was also noted during the groundwork.  This structural element appears to have 
survived to be incorporated into the subsequent development of the site as an inn. 
 
No remains from the medieval period were noted although it is highly likely that the 
site has its origins in the medieval period, given its position close to the centre of the 
medieval town. 
 
The watching brief did establish the presence of a probable timber building of Roman 
date, although its extent and alignment could not be estimated.  There was insufficient 
diagnostic pottery to be confident of a closer date within the Roman period, although a 
third or fourth century date is indicated by some of the pottery. 
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Appendix One: context index 
 
001 concrete slab 
002 Tr A concrete over wall 003 
003 Tr A wall; 18th century outbuildings 
004 Tr A mixed dumping (soil and rubble) 
005 Tr A ochre clay levelling 
006 Tr A lens of dark loam 
007 Tr A yellow mortary clay 
008 Tr A granular mortaqry gravel layer at limit of excavation 
009 Tr B concrete dump in association with garage pit 
010 Tr B wall; 18th century outbuildings 
011 Tr B cessy granular layer below 009, perhaps occupation spread 
012 Tr B yellow plastic clay; unburnt floor level 
013 Tr B area of red burning on 013 
014 Tr B angular limestone, possibly wall or floor foundation 
015 Tr B orange sandy deposit, matrix for 014 
016 Tr B upper mortar layer (from section E side of 009) 
017 Tr B layer of dark loam (from section E side of 009) 
018 Tr B lower mortar layer (from section E side of 009) 
019 Tr B equivalent to 006 (Tr A) (from section E side of 009) 
020 Tr B equivalent to 007 (Tr A) (from section E side of 009) 
021 Tr B clay-loam and rubble, layer below 020 (from section E side of 009) 
022 Tr B dark loam, charcoal flecked (from section W side of 009) 
023 Tr B lighter and stonier layer below 022 (from section W side of 009) 
024 Tr B darker, cleaner layer below 023 (from section W side of 009) 
025 Tr B loamy lens, bedding for slab 001 (from section E of 009) 
026 Tr B wall, earlier post-medieval (from eastern section) 
027 Tr B sandy layer where clay floor 012 absent 
028 Tr B ? destruction layer over 011, prob equivalent to 021 
029 Tr B (finds only); general clearance of Roman levels 
030 Tr D well structure 
031 Tr D upper fill of 030 
032 Tr B isolated patch of clay floor 012, E end of trench 
033 Tr B small stone bedding for concrete slab (from eastern section) 
034 Tr B equivalent to 025 (from eastern section) 
035 Tr B layer of mortar and slate below 034 (from eastern section) 
036 Tr B matrix for wall 026 (from eastern section) 
037 Tr B small stone ?foundation for wall 026 (from eastern section) 
038 Tr B dark loamy below wall 026; prob equivalent 021 (from eastern section) 
039 Tr B clay floor patches surviving elsewhere (group number) 
040 Tr D (finds only); cleaning of natural level, Lias clay with stones 
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Appendix Two: the finds 
Note: in this appendix the context number is followed by detail of the artefacts, whose 
number and weight are given in the column on the right.  The minimum count of 
vessels or objects present, is also shown where applicable. 
 
 
Tr B unstratified post-medieval, ‘local’ red earthenware  3/0.110/1 
   post-medieval, yellow-glazed buffware  1/0.014 
 
Tr E unstratified post-medieval, LRE     1/0.030 
 
Unprovenanced, ?Tr B 004 post-medieval, LRE    2/0.046 
    post-medieval, grey stoneware,  1/0.010 
     ?Tr B 031 Roman pottery., greyware   2/0.024 
 
004   animal bone      15/0.354 
   shell, oyster      3/0.056 
   stone, burnt      1/0.102 
   slate, mortared      1/0.070 
   tile, ‘local’ red earthenware    1/0.048 
   glass, bottle, 17th century    4/0.296/1 
   clay pipes, stems, 17th century   4/0.024 
   post-medieval ‘local’ red earthenware  28/2.214/8 
   north Devon ‘gravel-tempered’ ware   2/0.082/1 
 
011   animal bone      5/0.026 
   Roman pottery: ‘greyware’    1/0.012 
   Roman pottery: ‘Black burnished ware  1/0.010 
 
027   Roman pottery: Black burnished ware  2/0.054 
 
028   Roman pottery: amphora    1/0.282 
 
029   stone, burnt      1/0.044 
   Roman tile: tegula     1/0.068 
   Roman tile: undiagnostic brick fragment  1/<0.002 
   Roman pottery: greyware    8/0.112/1 
   Roman pottery: redware mortaria Oxford and 
   ?Caerleon      2/0.088/1 
 
031   post-medieval: ‘local’ red earthenware  4/0.895 
 
040   brick, ?post-medieval     1/0.030 
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